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(54) Method and apparatus to select collaborating users in spectrum sensing

(57) In a first time interval TI a first frequency band
FB is pseudorandomly selected from a designated spec-
trum, and a first analysis result is determined by sensing
the first FB during the first TI and then transmitted. In a
second TI a second FB is pseudorandomly selected from
the designated spectrum, and a second analysis result
is determined by sensing the second FB during the sec-
ond TI and then transmitted. Where multiple devices do
this the entire spectrum is sensed, each band by a subset

of devices that changes at each TI, and so any unused
or underutilized spectrum is searched by the collabora-
tive spectrum sensing, which avoids propagation prob-
lems such as fading. Also, a central node can assure
various collaborating users report different FBs in differ-
ent TIs such that the subset of reporting users changes
for at least one of the bands in each subsequent reporting
TI. Sensing and communication can be performed in dif-
ferent portions of the same network defined transmission
time interval.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD:

[0001] The teachings herein relate generally to wire-
less networks and devices operating in such networks,
and are particularly related to sensing spectrum used in
the network such as to avoid interference or otherwise
manage spectrum usage. These teachings are applica-
ble to hierarchical as well as ad hoc wireless networks.

BACKGROUND:

[0002] Spectrum sensing is needed in cognitive radios
to find empty slots in the radio spectrum which can sub-
sequently be used in an opportunistic manner. The cog-
nitive radio must be able to detect a primary user at a
low power level and avoid causing interference to it. Gen-
erally it is assumed to use the actual mobile terminals
operating within the network as the cognitive radios that
also sense the spectrum quality. The spectrum sensing
task can be enhanced by utilizing collaboration among
users. Having many users analyze the same part of the
spectrum simultaneously can result in an enhanced de-
tection probability of low level signals when the results
are merged. Similarly, having each individual user sense
a smaller part of the spectrum at a given time instance
would allow for using simpler and more power efficient
spectrum sensing techniques, since each individual user
need only sense a portion of the entire spectrum but if
the information is properly managed each user benefits
from the other users’ spectrum measurements also. By
using collaboration among the users, one can also avoid
the so-called hidden node problem where the primary
user cannot be detected by using a single terminal due
to channel propagation effects such as shadowing or fad-
ing. The effects of propagation can be mitigated when
multiple terminals in different locations are used for the
spectrum sensing.
[0003] So the spectrum sensing task can in theory be
shared among the various users in order to obtain sav-
ings in power consumption at the individual mobile users,
to reduce the amount of data to be transmitted by those
individual users, and consequently to facilitate the use
of simpler sensing techniques in each individual user as
compared to having individual terminals measure the en-
tire spectrum in use across the network. One practical
problem with collaboration is that the selection, control,
and resultant handling of the collaborative nodes repre-
sent a control signaling overhead that occupies additional
bandwidth because the collaborative nodes need to be
controlled independently. Thus the potential spectrum
savings by allocating bandwidth more efficiently in view
of the spectrum sensing by the mobile terminals is offset,
often more than offset, by the coordination required to
get those mobile terminals to sense portions of the spec-
trum. This is particularly true when one tries to incorpo-
rate diversity into spectrum sensing so as to avoid the

hidden node problem above.
[0004] There are not that many prior art systems
known to the inventors. A first prior art approach to be
considered is sensor networks where the communication
of sensors is operating based on the random communi-
cations. In this first approach the sensor networks are
not collaborating in the spectrum sensing phase. A sec-
ond prior art approach that might be relevant is frequency
hopping systems where the frequencies are utilized
based on the beforehand agreed scheme. To avoid in-
terference the frequency hopping systems generally im-
pose some pseudo-randomness into the hopping pattern
used by the individual mobile terminals. These frequency
hopping schemes are used to determine the time and
frequency slots for traffic though, and to the knowledge
of the inventors are not employed for spectrum sensing
purposes. Frequency hopping communication systems
generally seek to avoid many users on the same band
simultaneously so as to avoid collisions, whereas for
sensing this is an advantage in that there is diversity gains
and performance improvement by having multiple users
sensing the same band simultaneously. Generally, a
sensing system would be designed to result in collisions
in a controlled manner, and so spectrum sensing systems
are inherently different from frequency-hop based com-
munication systems.
[0005] What is needed in the art is a way to sense a
radio spectrum that is low in signaling overhead yet still
measures the same spectrum from different locations at
the same time so as to give the advantages of diversity.
The practical constraints of any reasonable approach are
that individual mobile terminals that may measure that
spectrum quality have a limited power supply, and that
spectrum sensing should not interfere with user data be-
ing transmitted in that same network for which the spec-
trum is being sensing and the measurement reports sent
for compilation and more efficient deployment of that
same radio spectrum.

SUMMARY:

[0006] In accordance with one embodiment of the in-
vention there is a method that includes pseudorandomly
selecting from a designated spectrum a first frequency
band in a first time interval, determining a first analysis
result by sensing the first frequency band during the first
time interval, transmitting the first analysis result, pseu-
dorandomly selecting from the designated spectrum a
second frequency band in a second time interval, deter-
mining a second analysis result by sensing the second
frequency band during the second time interval, and
transmitting the second analysis result. In an overall sys-
tem wherein multiple devices execute this same method
simultaneously so a to cover the entire designated spec-
trum, diversity is achieved when at least two of the de-
vices at different physical locations are sensing the same
frequency band at the same time, which occurs generally
for each frequency band of the whole spectrum. The time
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interval may be an entire time slot or a portion of it, and
in certain embodiments spectrum sensing is performed
in a first portion of the slot and communications (such as
sending/receiving user data or control signaling, or trans-
mitting the analysis results) are performed in a second
portion of the slot. In a particular embodiment, pseudor-
andomly selecting the frequency bands and sensing
them is done over a finite number of frequency bands.
Also in a particular embodiment, the sensing need not
fully span a time interval dictated by a communication
protocol (e.g., 2G/3G/3.9G/WLAN) but the first time in-
terval above may be a portion of a frame or slot or other
such network-defined transmission time interval. The us-
er device can then communicate normally in the remain-
der of the network-defined transmission time interval
(e.g., send uplink data, send an acknowledgement, etc.).
This division itself may also be network-defined, so that
a network defined transmission time interval includes a
sensing time interval such as the first interval above, and
a communication interval and an acknowledgement in-
terval, for example (e.g., sub-slots of a TTI or frame or
slot).
[0007] In accordance with another embodiment of the
invention there is a device that includes a processor cou-
pled to a memory and to a receiver and to a transmitter.
The processor is adapted to pseudorandomly select from
a designated spectrum a first frequency band in a first
time interval and a second frequency band in a second
time interval. The receiver is adapted to sense the first
frequency band during the first time interval and to sense
the second frequency band during the second time inter-
val. The processor is adapted to determine a first analysis
result for the sensed first frequency band and to determ
ine a second analysis result for the second frequency
band. The transmitter is adapted to transmit the first anal-
ysis result and to transmit the second analysis result.
[0008] In accordance with another embodiment of the
invention there is a computer readable memory embod-
ying a program of machine-readable instructions execut-
able by a digital data processor to perform actions direct-
ed toward determining time and frequency parameters
for sensing spectrum bands. In this embodiment the ac-
tions include pseudorandomly selecting from a designat-
ed spectrum a first frequency band in a first time interval,
determining a first analysis result by sensing in the first
frequency band during the first time interval, pseudoran-
domly selecting from the designated spectrum a second
frequency band in a second time interval, and determin-
ing a second analysis result by sensing the second fre-
quency band during the second time interval.
[0009] In accordance with another embodiment of the
invention there is a method that includes receiving from
N cognitive users first analysis results for frequency
bands spanning a designated spectrum for a first time
interval. Also is received, from the N cognitive users, sec-
ond analysis results for frequency bands spanning the
designated spectrum for a second time interval. In this
embodiment, the analysis results for the first time interval

for a first one of the frequency bands are from a different
subset of the N cognitive users than the analysis results
for the second time interval for the first one of the fre-
quency bands. Further in the method, there is determined
from the received analysis results that a portion of the
designated spectrum is underutilized, and a transmission
is caused to be sent over the determined underutilized
portion.
[0010] In accordance with another embodiment of the
invention there is a device that includes a receiver adapt-
ed to receive from N cognitive users first analysis results
for frequency bands spanning a designated spectrum for
a first time interval, and to receive from the N cognitive
users second analysis results for frequency bands span-
ning the designated spectrum for a second time interval,
wherein the analysis results for the first time interval for
a first one of the frequency bands are from a different
subset of the N cognitive users than the analysis results
for the second time interval for the first one of the fre-
quency bands. The device further includes a processor
coupled to the receiver and configured to determine from
the received first and second analysis results at least
whether a portion of the designated spectrum is under-
utilized, in which case it can be used by the cognitive
users.
[0011] These and other aspects of the invention are
detailed more particularly below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:

[0012] The foregoing and other aspects of these teach-
ings are made more evident in the following Detailed De-
scription, when read in conjunction with the attached
Drawing Figures.
[0013] Figures 1A-1B illustrate constellations of termi-
nals wherein different subsets of the terminals sense dif-
ferent portions of the spectrum at different time intervals.
[0014] Figure 2 is a table delineating the subgroupings
of Figures 1A-1B for the different bands and different time
slots.
[0015] Figure 3 is a process flow diagram according
to an embodiment of the invention.
[0016] Figure 4 is a simplified block diagram of various
electronic devices that are suitable for use in practicing
the exemplary embodiments of this invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

[0017] Further to the problem formulated above, it is
beneficial to implement a collaboration scheme where
the terminals can select the frequencies and collabora-
tion partners without the specific, centralized control
messages for each individual collaboration node. This
helps avoid consuming excessive amounts of system ca-
pacity with control signaling. In addition, the mobile users
that are collaborating in the spectrum sensing task should
be selected in a way that the diversity gains are obtained,
i.e., the displacement among the users sensing the same
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part of the spectrum should be large enough for the signal
to experience sufficiently different communication chan-
nels for the different cognitive users. The channel corre-
lations should be small among the users to obtain the
diversity gains. As can be seen, designing a sensing pol-
icy of the collaborating cognitive users for optimal coor-
dination without high control signaling overhead is a de-
manding task when there are several cognitive users in
the network. Frequency hopping is noted above as one
prior art technique that distributes the mobile users
among different portions of the spectrum at different
times. The randomness of this frequency hopping is typ-
ically arranged by having a commonly agreed seed in
both of the devices communicating with each other based
on which the actual communication frequencies are se-
lected.
[0018] The inventors have determined that not all of
the mobile terminals in a system are always necessary
for proper spectrum sensing. The term collaborating user
is used herein to represent any individual subset of the
users that senses the same frequency band at the same
time and reports those sensed results to a central node
or another mobile user that acts as coordinator among
them for spectrum sensing purposes. The reporting re-
sults can also or alternatively be sent to each of the other
collaborating users, such as for example if there is no
central node or mobile user acting as coordinator. Em-
bodiments of this invention relate to selecting the collab-
orating users in a pseudorandom manner such that the
subset of collaborating users for each subset band of the
overall spectrum (spectrum band) are formed and always
changed after a certain period of time. That period of time
is termed as a time slot in the description below, but time
slot is not limited to only those networks whose protocols
stipulate slot and apply for any generic time interval des-
ignated for the sensing, which advantageously is also a
time interval used for traffic and control signaling in the
network.
[0019] Designate N as the total number of cognitive
users that are sensing spectrum in the wireless system
within a considered area (e.g., within a cell). N is of course
an integer greater than one in the minimum. Ideally there
is a subset of those N users that will simultaneously sense
the same portion of the spectrum that are geographically
displaced from one another in order to exploit diversity
of channel sensing. M represents a number of collabo-
rative users, which is a subset of the N total users sensing
spectrum in the system, who are simultaneously sensing
a same part of the spectrum. In an embodiment, the
number of collaborating users M for a particular band and
timeslot is selected based on the operating frequency
band ∆F and the total number of cognitive users N that
are engaged in spectrum sensing, as well as the time
granularity needed for the measurements. The selection
of M and the time granularity may be made by a central
node (e.g., a node B/base station of a traditional mobile
telephony network or an access point of a wireless local
area network) or by one of the users (e.g., in an ad hoc

network). These decisions lead to design and allocation
of a pseudorandom time-frequency code for each user.
These codes determine which frequency band each user
is sensing in each time instance.
[0020] The operation of individual nodes in the case
of a different number of measuring nodes (M) can be
designed a priori. It is desirable to design the codes so
that at least two of the N cognitive users are sensing the
same part of the spectrum during the same time slot; that
is, at any given slot there are at least M=2 collaborating
users for each frequency band. As a result, a diversity
gain is obtained in the spectrum sensing, since the same
part of the spectrum is sensed by different users at dif-
ferent locations. The subsets of users sensing a specific
part of the spectrum change from one time slot to another
based on the pseudorandom time-frequency code, and
the number of collaborating users M for any of the fre-
quency bands also may change from time slot to time
slot. Consequently, there are different subsets of users
sensing different parts of the spectrum at the same time.
The subsets of users as well as the spectrum bands that
are sensed by them are changed after a certain period
of time, i.e. from one time slot to another in a pseudor-
andom manner. The channels that the users who sense
a specific part of the spectrum experience may be differ-
ent and exhibit low or no correlation because of the dif-
ferent locations of the users. Moreover, these channels
may have low or no correlation with the channels the
other members of the subset sensing the same part of
the spectrum in the previous time slot were experiencing.
Since a pseudorandom number sequence lacks any def-
inite pattern, the constellation of the user terminals (e.g.,
the users in their respective locations) sensing the spec-
trum changes in a pseudorandom manner from one time
slot to another. Consequently, the effects of propagation
can be mitigated effectively. The spectrum sensing task
for a specific spectrum band is shared with the users in
the entire area of consideration. A poor choice of collab-
orating partners for a given frequency band(for example,
collaborating users that experience the same channel)
does not have a radical effect on the spectrum sensing
results since the subsets and the sensing constellation
will be different in different time slots.
[0021] Each cognitive user determines the spectrum
band which it should be sensing, and consequently the
subset of collaborating partners they belong to, using a
pseudorandom sequence generator with an appropriate
seed number, derived for example from time. In this man-
ner control signaling overhead to coordinate the individ-
ual terminals is drastically reduced as compared to a hi-
erarchical control of the individual terminals. As will be
seen, the individual terminals may have no knowledge
of the other terminals also sensing the same portion of
the spectrum in the same time slot. In an embodiment,
the pseudorandom sequence or a method to generate
the sequence which determines which part of the spec-
trum an individual terminal is tasked to sense in each
time slot (i.e. its individual frequency hopping pattern) is
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known by each user, for example by storing an algorithm
to generate the sequence from the seed in a local mem-
ory of each user terminal. All terminals store the same
algorithm and use (at any given time) a seed that sets
the order of the frequency bands they will sense. Any
central node also knows the seed and the algorithm, and
can compute in advance what frequency band each in-
dividual ones of the N cognitive terminals will sense and
report for each time slot. Thus, the need of centralized
coordination of the spectrum sensing task is eliminated.
[0022] For the case of coordination by a central node
or by one of the users, each user needs to know only its
own frequency hopping pattern. This design of a spec-
trum sensing policy simplifies to designing the pseudor-
andom codes and allocating the codes to the cognitive
radio users. The analysis result of the individual termi-
nal’s sensing (i.e., the observed data) can be computed
decision statistics (e.g., likelihood ratios) or a binary de-
cision (e.g., obtained by comparing a likelihood ratio to
a predetermined threshold) which is sent to the central
unit that is part of the network or reported to a coordinating
terminal for the case of hierarchical networks, or it can
be shared with the other cognitive users in the case of
ad hoc networks. A decision about the availability of the
free spectrum in the different frequency bands may then
be made by the central unit or one of the users based on
the received sensing results.
[0023] An embodiment of the invention is shown by
the schematic diagrams of Figures 1A and 1B, which
illustrate groupings of mobile stations for sensing pur-
poses in each of a first time interval (t) and a second time
interval (T+t). These intervals may be consecutive with
no intervening other time slots, or may be spaced by
some previously designated space that is preferably also
measured as an interval number of intervening time in-
tervals during which spectrum sensing is not undertaken.
As above, there are N cognitive users in the network, and
for Figures 1A-1B N=8 by example.
[0024] Regardless of what time interval is used for
sensing purposes, in an embodiment the mobile stations
do not transmit each and every one of the spectrum sens-
ing results. For example, if the result of spectrum sensing
is some test statistic value, then the mobile station can
evaluate the value and determine whether or not to trans-
mit it to the other cognitive users or to the central node
as the case may be. Where the sensing mobile station
determines that the test statistic value is not informative,
there is no need to occupy bandwidth by transmitting it.
This evaluation, whether or not to transmit the test sta-
tistic or other sensing result, may be a simple comparison
of the determined test statistic against some predeter-
mined fixed threshold or some dynamically controllable
threshold. Further regarding the time interval in which
the spectrum is sensed, the different time intervals at
which any particular mobile station senses different fre-
quency bands need not be identical in duration; one sens-
ing result may be obtained in a short time whereas an-
other may require a longer sensing duration. IF the anal-

ysis results are to be transmitted by the various cognitive
users at a particular time instant, then for any individual
cognitive user the analysis results are transmitted at a
variable time after sensing (and any analysis) is complete
since in different cases the sensing and analysis are of
different time durations.
[0025] The spectrum to be analyzed with the spectrum
sensing algorithm is assumed to be divided into spectrum
bands with known bandwidths. The width of the entire
spectrum to be analyzed is denoted by ∆F. The spectrum
can, for example, be divided into bands of equal widths
∆f, but the bands need not be of equal width so long as
each terminal knows in advance the bands that it may
be called upon to sense and report. The number K of
spectrum bands to be analyzed independently is then K
= ∆F / ∆f. Since K is an integer, some rounding operation
on the fraction may be needed in certain circumstances.
In an embodiment, these K bands are indexed, and are
denoted in Figures 1A-1B as band A, band B, and band
C. The bands are mutually exclusive and together span
the overall operating bandwidth in use at that cell/area
of the network. Each cognitive terminal is assumed to be
aware of the spectrum band bounds and their indices,
and the N=8 individual cognitive terminals are designated
the same across Figures 1A and 1B as 101 through 108.
[0026] The N cognitive users are designated to per-
form the spectrum sensing task in collaborative subsets
for the various spectrum bands. The number of users M
working collaboratively in each band can be determined,
for example, by dividing the number N of cognitive users
equally to all the bands M = N/K. The number M of col-
laborative users in each band can vary, and by the se-
quence generator approach generally will do so over
most time slots at least. The band A can be analyzed in
a particular timeslot by MA users, band B in that same
particular timeslot by MB users and so on. There should
be at least Mmin = 2 users for each band in a given time
slot in order to fully obtain the diversity gains of the spec-
trum sensing algorithm.
[0027] The N cognitive users 101-108 performing
spectrum sensing are designated for a particular spec-
trum band at a particular timeslot using a pseudorandom
sequence generator. Thus each of the N=8 cognitive us-
ers 101-108 will change the frequency band it is observ-
ing in a pseudo-random way through all the bands A-C
of interest at predetermined times known to all of the
cognitive users. Hence, the pseudorandom sequences
can be considered to be time-frequency codes where
users hop to another part of the frequency band in each
time slot. The net combination of the bands A-C are des-
ignated to be sensed by the combination of the N cogni-
tive users (e.g., band A by collaborating subset MA of the
N cognitive users, band B by collaborating subset MB of
the N cognitive users, and so on). The particular pseu-
dorandom sequence or its generator should be known
to each cognitive user.
[0028] The breakdown of which users 101-108 sense
which spectrum bands A-C in the first time slot (t) versus
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which of them report which spectrum in the second time
slot (T+t) is shown in tabular form at Figure 2. For the
first time slot (t), there are MA = 3 collaborating users
(102, 105, 107) sensing band A, MB = 3 collaborating
users (101, 104, 108) sensing band B, and Mc = 2 col-
laborating users (103, 106) sensing band C. After a cer-
tain time Ts, referred to as the second time slot (T+t), the
users measuring the bands are changed in a pseudor-
andom manner. Now band A is being sensed by MA = 3
collaborating users (101, 107, 108), band B by MB = 2
collaborating users (102, 106), and band C by Mc = 3
collaborating users (103, 104, 105), each at different lo-
cations as shown in Figures 1A-1B. Thus, each band is
measured by a different group M of collaborating users
at different time slots.
[0029] It is an advantageous aspect that the subset M
of the N cognitive users sensing an individual band
changes from slot to slot, and that the number M may
vary from slot to slot for a given band. Note that in Figures
1A-1B and 2, band A is sensed by collaborating users
103 and 106 in the first time slot and by collaborating
users 103, 104 and 105 in the second time slot. While
user 103 overlaps in both of those sensing slots (t) and
(T+t), this is a result of the random sequence generator
that may happen from time to time, and is not seen as
detrimental because the overall set of collaborating users
sensing the same spectrum band A, B or C in different
time slots is not identical from slot to slot. Note that for
bands B and C there is no common collaborating user
sensing the same band across slots (t) and (T+t). This
illustrates the randomness, and is seen as particularly
advantageous considering the minimal signaling over-
head necessary once the individual users have the se-
quence generator algorithm stored.
[0030] Figure 3 is a flow chart from the perspective of
a single user that illustrates one possible embodiment of
the invention. As is evident from the above, indexing the
previously designated frequency bands and pseudoran-
domly generating an index number for each of the sens-
ing slots as in Figure 3 is but one implementation; others
are possible with slightly more control signaling over-
head. Any individual user will change the band it is sens-
ing after each predetermined time slot of duration Ts
(though occasional exceptions are allowed as with user
103 for band C in Figures 1A-1B and 2 as noted above
due to the randomness).
[0031] Specifically, at block 301 the user terminal
stores in its local memory a list of spectrum bands and
their indices. By examples, this may be provided in sys-
tem information or some other broadcast information, or
may be known a priori by the user terminals prior to even
entering the subject cell/area such as published in a wire-
less protocol in use by the network. At block 302 the user
terminal becomes a cognitive user and uses a pseudor-
andom code sequence to order the indices for the fre-
quency bands in a pseudorandom manner. There are
many ways this may be implemented. For example, a
central node may send a message to the terminal giving

it the seed and directing it to begin taking sensing meas-
urements at a time certain; there may be a protocol
whereby some operation on the user terminal’s IMSI (in-
ternational mobile subscriber identity) or part thereof
(e.g., last few digits) or other identifier (e.g., a radio net-
work temporary identifier) generates a result telling the
terminal whether or not it is to sense network bands for
sensing and reporting purposes. Such an operation can
be given on a broadcast channel so the same users are
not always tasked with this additional sensing and report-
ing. The pseudorandom code sequence may depend
from the IMSI or part thereof, in which some results yield
the indices (and so the user is a collaborating user and
is to sense and report) and other results do not (indicating
that user is not a collaborating user in that cell/area). The
lowest signaling overhead is seen to be, for a hierarchical
network, to have the users store an algorithm that de-
pends from a seed, and the network to send the seed to
individual users upon network entry. This designates that
the users receiving the seed are designated collaborating
users.
[0032] However these or various other implementa-
tions are used to generate the pseudorandom code se-
quences, the result at block 302 is that the indices of the
different frequency bands are in a pseudorandom order.
At block 303 the user determines that a new band index
is needed for the next time slot for sensing purposes
(which may be consecutive with the last sensed time slot
or spaced T=qt by some integer multiple q of the time
slot period t). The terminal accesses its local memory to
determine the next index on the pseudorandom order
from block 302, references at block 304 the band-to-in-
dex list also stored in its memory at 301, and at block
305 senses in that frequency band for a predetermined
time. For that time slot the user is a collaborating user
for the frequency band it sensed. At block 306 the termi-
nal analyzes the sensed measurement results (and as
above may also compare the analyzed results to a thresh-
old to determine the binary state of the spectrum to report,
such as used versus available) and at block 307 transmits
that analysis result to a central node or another user ter-
minal acting in a central node capacity or to all other user
terminals.
[0033] The observed data from the sensed spectrum
band can be analyzed at block 306 by the user using a
spectrum sensing algorithm such as a cyclostationary
feature detection, energy detection or likelihood test ratio.
It can alternatively be sensed by a matched filter having
its filter parameters matched to a known waveform that
is expected to be present on the frequency band being
sensed. Any of these can be used to generate a test
statistic for the sensed spectrum. The analysis results at
block 307 can be sent to a fusion center which analyses
the combined results of the collaborating users for that
band and slot as well as for other bands and slots for the
other cognitive users, and makes a decision about which
bands are being used and which bands are empty and
may be used by cognitive radios. Alternatively, the cog-
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nitive users can send at block 307 the analysis results to
other cognitive users, which can then merge the infor-
mation from the other cognitive users to form a decision
if there is unused spectrum available. The result which
the individual cognitive users send to a fusion center or
similar node can mean, for example, a binary decision
determined by the cognitive user or a test statistic calcu-
lated by a specific spectrum sensing algorithm to mention
a few.
[0034] The spectrum being sensed is for the purpose
of more efficiently using the entire spectrum across the
total N cognitive users, and so the most bandwidth gain
is to find the ’holes’ in the spectrum, those bands not
currently in use by any of the N cognitive terminals or
any other source, and put them to use. For this reason
the spectrum sensing according to certain embodiments
of this invention need not be a particularized channel
quality measurement such as block error rate BLER or
bit error rate BER, but may be simply sensing whether
there is traffic within the designated spectrum band dur-
ing the designated slot. A spectrum sensing algorithm
locally stored in the terminal’s memory then analyzes the
sensed spectrum using techniques such as by cyclosta-
tionary feature detection or energy detection or matched
filter to determine a test statistic such as a likelihood ratio
of whether the energy sensed is traffic or only noise. This
test statistic may be reported directly to the central node
or other cognitive terminals, or to save further on signal-
ing overhead only the binary decision (e.g., used/unused)
may be reported by the individual ones of the N cognitive
terminals for the spectrum band being sensed for that
time slot. Any of these may be considered as the analysis
results.
[0035] So by the embodiments of the invention given
by example above, the effects of propagation such as
fading and shadowing are effectively mitigated, since the
constellation of users sensing a specific part of the spec-
trum (members of the subset of collaborating users M)
changes periodically from one time slot to another in a
pseudorandom manner, as illustrated at Figures 1A-1B.
The channels that users experience in sensing the spec-
trum change when the locations where the sensing takes
place change. Thus it is very likely that the channels are
different or have a low correlation. The sensing constel-
lation for any Kth band changes from one time slot to
another. Hence, the location information of the M collab-
orating users is not necessarily needed to find good con-
stellations and avoid the bad ones. The reporting can be
as sparse as the binary decision of the analysis of the
sensed spectrum band and the index of the band to which
it applies. In certain embodiments even that index need
not be reported, as the node B/central node can deter-
mine it knowing the IMSI or RNTI used by the reporting
terminal in the algorithm to pseudorandomly arrange the
band indices. For more robust reporting, still this tech-
nique avoids the need for the reporting terminals to add
position information to their measurement sensing re-
ports. Embodiments of this invention enables the deter-

mination of which users are to collaborate to sense a
particular spectrum band during a specific timeslot to be
performed in a decentralized way, thus eliminating or re-
ducing the need for transmitting information about sens-
ing policy between users. The complicated task of de-
signing a sensing policy for multiple cognitive radios is
changed to a simpler task of designing pseudorandom
codes that determine the frequency hopping pattern and
allocating these codes to the cognitive users. A low com-
plexity terminal needs to know only its own frequency
hopping pattern and forward the sensing results to the
central unit or to other users.
[0036] The bands A, B, C that are collaboratively an-
alyzed by the spectrum sensing scenario of this invention
do not have to form a continuous band but the different
parts of the spectrum to be sensed can be scattered in
frequency, if needed.
[0037] It is noted that certain implementations of this
invention require a pseudorandom sequence generator
at each terminal, but this can be embodied in software
and is a fairly straightforward and not a memory-intensive
undertaking. That operation of all cognitive users needs
to be synchronized in some way so that the spectrum
sensing band is changed simultaneously is not seen to
be a major shortfall as nearly all wireless systems rely
on some common time tick for synchronizing other as-
pects of communications, even ad hoc networks which
use contention based allocations of spectrum for traffic.
[0038] So in an embodiment of the invention from the
individual terminal’s perspective, the terminal pseudor-
andom ly selects from a designated spectrum a first fre-
quency band in a first time interval, determines a first
analysis result by sensing the first frequency band during
the first time interval, transmits the first analysis result,
pseudorandomly selects from the designated spectrum
a second frequency band in a second time interval, de-
termines a second analysis result by sensing the second
frequency band during the second time interval, and
transmits the second analysis result. This pseudorandom
selection is done by a plurality of such terminals simul-
taneously, so that all of the K bands are covered in each
of the time intervals, which would generally extend be-
yond only two time intervals and continues until it is de-
termined that spectrum sensing may no longer be need-
ed. Each of the plurality of terminals pseudorandomly
selects a frequency band in each time interval, and di-
versity is achieved if for each band and each time interval,
there is an analysis result sent by at least two terminals
(a collaborating subset) at different locations from one
another. In each successive time interval, the subset of
terminals sensing and transmitting their analysis results
for any particular band differs as compared to the previ-
ous time interval. A mobile station/terminal may do this
in response to receiving an instruction designating it as
a collaborating user, and that instruction may be received
from a same node to which the first and second sensing
results are transmitted, and that instruction may also be
received with a seed number for a sequence generator.
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The first and second frequency bands may be pseudor-
andom ly selected by indexing a series of frequency
bands in the designated spectrum and executing an al-
gorithm that pseudorandomly selects one of the indices
for the first and second time intervals by use of a seed
number and a pseudorandom sequence generator (e.g.,
by disposing the indices in a pseudorandom order). In
an embodiment, the first and second frequency bands
are independent of frequency bands at which a mobile
station executing the method are authorized to transmit
user data.
[0039] And in an embodiment of the invention from a
central node or coordinating terminal’s perspective, the
node/terminal receives from N cognitive users first anal-
ysis results for frequency bands spanning a designated
spectrum for a first time interval, and also receives from
the N cognitive users second analysis results for frequen-
cy bands spanning the designated spectrum for a second
time interval, wherein the analysis results for the first time
interval for a first one of the frequency bands are from a
different subset of the N cognitive users than the analysis
results for the second time interval for the first one of the
frequency bands. The analysis results may be test sta-
tistics, and the node then determines from the test sta-
tistics that it receives from the N cognitive users (which
span the frequency bands across the designated spec-
trum) that a portion of the designated spectrum is unused
or otherwise underutilized, and responsive to that deter-
mination causes a transmission to be sent over the de-
termined unused or underutilized portion. The node re-
ceiving the test statistics may make that transmission
itself or may instruct one or more of the N cognitive nodes
that the unused spectrum is available for use, such as
where the central node (such as a node B or an access
point) also includes a scheduling function and the central
node schedules one of the N cognitive nodes to transmit
or receive on that unused spectrum. In this instance, un-
used spectrum is included within the term underutilized
spectrum. The spectrum sensing continues beyond the
first and second time interval, indefinitely or until the cog-
nitive users are instructed to cease spectrum sensing.
To assure the diversity noted above, for each of the fre-
quency bands in both the first and second time intervals
the central node/coordinating terminal receives an anal-
ysis result from at least two different ones of the N cog-
nitive users. The instruction it sends could further include
a seed number for use by the N cognitive users with a
sequence generator, and the central node/coordinating
terminal may specifically determine a number M from the
N cognitive users in a system as M being an integer about
equal to (e.g., rounded from) N/K, wherein K is a number
of frequency bands in the designated spectrum and M is
a number of the N cognitive users from which the first
and second analysis results are received for one of the
K frequency bands.
[0040] Reference is now made to Figure 4 for illustrat-
ing a simplified block diagram of various electronic de-
vices that are suitable for use in practicing the exemplary

embodiments of this invention. In Figure 4 a (hierarchical)
wireless network 401 is adapted for communication be-
tween a UE 410 and a Node B 412 (e-Node B/base sta-
tion/central node). The network 401 may include a gate-
way GW/serving mobility management entity MME/radio
network controller RNC 414 or other radio controller func-
tion known by various terms in different wireless commu-
nication systems. The UE 410 includes a data processor
(DP) 410A, a memory (MEM) 410B that stores a program
(PROG) 410C, and a suitable radio frequency (RF) trans-
ceiver 410D coupled to one or more antennas 410E (one
shown) for bidirectional wireless communications over
one or more wireless links 420 with the Node B 412.
[0041] The terms "connected," "coupled," or any vari-
ant thereof, mean any connection or coupling, either di-
rect or indirect, between two or more elements, and may
encompass the presence of one or more intermediate
elements between two elements that are "connected" or
"coupled" together. The coupling or connection between
the elements can be physical, logical, or a combination
thereof. As employed herein two elements may be con-
sidered to be "connected" or "coupled" together by the
use of one or more wires, cables and printed electrical
connections, as well as by the use of electromagnetic
energy, such as electromagnetic energy having wave-
lengths in the radio frequency region, the microwave re-
gion and the optical (both visible and invisible) region, as
non-limiting examples.
[0042] The Node B 412 also includes a DP 412A, a
MEM 412B, that stores a PROG 412C, and a suitable
RF transceiver 412D coupled to one or more antennas
412E. The Node B 12 may be coupled via a data path
430 (e.g., lub or S1 interface) to the serving or other
GW/MME/RNC 414. The GW/MME/RNC 414 includes a
DP 414A, a MEM 414B that stores a PROG 414C, and
a suitable modem and/or transceiver (not shown) for
communication with the Node B 412 over the data link
430.
[0043] At least one of the PROGs 410C, 412C and
414C is assumed to include program instructions that,
when executed by the associated DP, enable the elec-
tronic device to operate in accordance with the exemplary
embodiments of this invention, as detailed above. Inher-
ent in the DPs 410A, 412A, and 414A is a clock to enable
synchronism among the various apparatus for transmis-
sions and receptions within the appropriate time intervals
and slots required.
[0044] The PROGs 41 0C, 412C, 414C may be em-
bodied in software, firmware and/or hardware, as is ap-
propriate. In general, the exemplary embodiments of this
invention may be implemented by computer software
stored in the MEM 410B and executable by the DP 410A
of the UE 410 and similar for the other MEM 412B and
DP 412A of the Node B 412, or by hardware, or by a
combination of software and/or firmware and hardware
in any or all of the devices shown. For example, the se-
quence generator may be a PROG stored in a MEM.
[0045] In general, the various embodiments of the UE
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410 can include, but are not limited to, mobile terminals/
stations, cellular telephones, personal digital assistants
(PDAs) having wireless communication capabilities,
portable computers (e.g., laptops) having wireless com-
munication capabilities, image capture devices such as
digital cameras having wireless communication capabil-
ities, gaming devices having wireless communication ca-
pabilities, music storage and playback appliances having
wireless communication capabilities, Internet appliances
permitting wireless Internet access and browsing, as well
as portable units or terminals that incorporate combina-
tions of such functions and sensor networks.
[0046] The MEMs 410B, 412B and 414B may be of
any type suitable to the local technical environment and
may be implemented using any suitable data storage
technology, such as semiconductor-based memory de-
vices, magnetic memory devices and systems, optical
memory devices and systems, fixed memory and remov-
able memory. The DPs 41 0A, 412A and 414A may be
of any type suitable to the local technical environment,
and may include one or more of general purpose com-
puters, special purpose computers, microprocessors,
digital signal processors (DSPs) and processors based
on a multi-core processor architecture, as non-limiting
examples.
[0047] In general, the various embodiments may be
implemented in hardware or special purpose circuits,
software (computer readable instructions embodied on
a computer readable medium), logic or any combination
thereof. For example, some aspects such as the se-
quence generator may be implemented in hardware,
while other aspects may be implemented in firmware or
software which may be executed by a controller, micro-
processor or other computing device, although the inven-
tion is not limited thereto. While various aspects of the
invention may be illustrated and described as block dia-
grams, flow charts, or using some other pictorial repre-
sentation such as Figure 3, it is well understood that these
blocks, apparatus, systems, techniques or methods de-
scribed herein may be implemented in, as non-limiting
examples, hardware, software, firmware, special pur-
pose circuits or logic, general purpose hardware or con-
troller or other computing devices, or some combination
thereof.
[0048] Embodiments of the inventions may be prac-
ticed in various components such as integrated circuit
modules. The design of integrated circuits lCs is by and
large a highly automated process. Complex and powerful
software tools are available for converting a logic level
design into a semiconductor circuit design ready to be
etched and formed on a semiconductor substrate. Figure
3 may represent specific circuit functions of such an IC.
[0049] Programs, such as those provided by Synop-
sys, Inc. of Mountain View, California and Cadence De-
sign, of San Jose, California automatically route conduc-
tors and locate components on a semiconductor chip us-
ing well established rules of design as well as libraries
of pre-stored design modules. Once the design for a sem-

iconductor circuit has been completed, the resultant de-
sign, in a standardized electronic format (e.g., Opus, GD-
SII, or the like) may be transmitted to a semiconductor
fabrication facility or "fab" for fabrication.
[0050] Various modifications and adaptations may be-
come apparent to those skilled in the relevant arts in view
of the foregoing description, when read in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings. However, any and all
modifications of the teachings of this invention will still
fall within the scope of the non-limiting embodiments of
this invention.
[0051] Although described in the context of particular
embodiments, it will be apparent to those skilled in the
art that a number of modifications and various changes
to these teachings may occur. Thus, while the invention
has been particularly shown and described with respect
to one or more embodiments thereof, it will be understood
by those skilled in the art that certain modifications or
changes may be made therein without departing from
the scope and spirit of the invention as set forth above,
or from the scope of the ensuing claims.
[0052] According to various, but not necessarily all,
embodiments of the invention there is provided a method
comprising: pseudorandomly selecting from a designat-
ed spectrum a first frequency band in a first time interval;
determining a first analysis result by sensing the first fre-
quency band during the first time interval; transmitting
the first analysis result; pseudorandomly selecting from
the designated spectrum a second frequency band in a
second time interval; determining a second analysis re-
sult by sensing the second frequency band during the
second time interval; and transmitting the second anal-
ysis result.
[0053] The method may be executed by a mobile sta-
tion automatically in response to receiving an instruction
designating the mobile station as a collaborating user.
[0054] The instruction may be received from a same
node to which the first and second analysis results are
transmitted.
[0055] Pseudorandomly selecting the first and second
frequency band from the designated spectrum may com-
prise indexing a series of frequency bands in the desig-
nated spectrum and executing an algorithm that pseu-
dorandomly selects one of the indices for the first and
second time intervals.
[0056] The algorithm may pseudorandom ly select one
of the indices by a seed number and a pseudorandom
sequence generator.
[0057] The seed number may be received with an in-
struction designating a mobile station executing the
method as a collaborating user.
[0058] Sensing the first and second frequency band
may comprise using a cyclostationary feature detection
algorithm or an energy detection algorithm or a likelihood
ratio test or a filter matched to a known waveform to de-
termine a test statistic.
[0059] The first and second frequency bands may be
pseudorandomly selected independent of frequency
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bands at which a mobile station executing the method is
authorized to transmit user data.
[0060] The method may further comprise: receiving
from a plurality of terminals analysis results for the first
time interval for a plurality of frequency bands that span
the designated spectrum; and receiving from the plurality
of terminals analysis results for the second time interval
for the plurality of frequency bands; wherein for each of
the frequency bands, the received analysis results for
the first time interval are from a different subset of the
plurality of terminals than the received analysis results
for the second time interval.
[0061] The first time interval may comprise a first por-
tion of a network defined transmission time interval, and
the transmission time interval further comprises a second
portion that is one of a communication portion or an ac-
knowledgement portion.
[0062] According to various, but not necessarily all,
embodiments of the invention there is provided a device
comprising: a processor coupled to a memory and adapt-
ed to pseudorandom ly select from a designated spec-
trum a first frequency band in a first time interval and a
second frequency band in a second time interval; a re-
ceiver coupled to the processor and adapted to sense
the first frequency band during the first time interval and
to sense the second frequency band during the second
time interval; the processor is further adapted to deter-
mine a first analysis result from the sensed first frequency
band and to determine a second analysis result from the
sensed second frequency band; and a transmitter cou-
pled to the processor and adapted to transmit the first
analysis result and to transmit the second analysis result.
[0063] The device may comprise a mobile station. The
processor may be adapted, in response to receiving an
instruction at the receiver that designates the mobile sta-
tion as a collaborating user, to automatically pseudoran-
domly select the first frequency band in the first time in-
terval and the second frequency band in the second time
interval.
[0064] The instruction may be received from a same
node to which the transmitter transmits the first and sec-
ond analysis results.
[0065] The processor may be adapted to pseudoran-
dom ly select the first and the second frequency bands
from the designated spectrum by indexing a series of
frequency bands in the designated spectrum and exe-
cuting an algorithm stored in the memory that pseudor-
andomly selects one of the indices for the first and the
second time intervals.
[0066] The algorithm may pseudorandom ly select one
of the indices by a seed number and a pseudorandom
sequence generator.
[0067] The seed number may be received at the re-
ceiver with an instruction designating the device as a
collaborating user.
[0068] The processor may be adapted to determine
the first and the second analysis results by executing a
cyclostationary feature detection algorithm or an energy

detection algorithm or a likelihood ratio test or a filter
matched to a known waveform to determine a test sta-
tistic.
[0069] The first and the second frequency bands may
be pseudorandomly selected independent of frequency
bands at which the device is authorized to transmit user
data.
[0070] The receiver may be further adapted to receive
from a plurality of terminals analysis results for the first
time interval for a plurality of frequency bands that span
the designated spectrum, and to receive from the plurality
of terminals analysis results for the second time interval
for the plurality of frequency bands, wherein for each of
the frequency bands, the received analysis results for
the first time interval are from a different subset of the
plurality of terminals than the received analysis results
for the second time interval; and the processor is further
adapted to determine from the determined analysis re-
sults and from the received analysis results whether any
of the frequency bands are unused.
[0071] The transmitter may be adapted to transmit the
first analysis result in a sensing portion of a network de-
fined first transmission time interval and one of a com-
munication and an acknowledgement in another portion
of the first transmission time interval, and to transmit the
second analysis result in a sensing portion of a network
defined second transmission time interval and one of a
communication and an acknowledgement in another por-
tion of the second transmission time interval.
[0072] According to various, but not necessarily all,
embodiments of the invention there is provided a com-
puter readable memory embodying a program of ma-
chine-readable instructions executable by a digital data
processor to perform actions directed toward determin-
ing time and frequency parameters for sensing spectrum
bands, the actions comprising: pseudorandomly select-
ing from a designated spectrum a first frequency band in
a first time interval; determining a first analysis result by
sensing the first frequency band during the first time in-
terval; pseudorandomly selecting from the designated
spectrum a second frequency band in a second time in-
terval; and determining a second analysis result by sens-
ing the second frequency band during the second time
interval.
[0073] According to various, but not necessarily all,
embodiments of the invention there is provided a method
comprising: receiving from N cognitive users first analysis
results for frequency bands spanning a designated spec-
trum for a first time interval; receiving from the N cognitive
users second analysis results for frequency bands span-
ning the designated spectrum for a second time interval;
and determining from the received first and second anal-
ysis results that a portion of the designated spectrum is
underutilized and causing a transmission to be sent over
the determined underutilized portion, wherein the analy-
sis results for the first time interval for a first one of the
frequency bands are from a different subset of the N cog-
nitive users than the analysis results for the second time
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interval for the first one of the frequency bands.
[0074] For each of the frequency bands in both the first
and second time intervals there may be received an anal-
ysis result from at least two different ones of the N cog-
nitive users.
[0075] The instruction may further comprise a seed
number for use by the N cognitive users with a sequence
generator.
[0076] The method may further comprise, prior to re-
ceiving the first analysis results, determining a number
M from the number N of cognitive users as M about equal
to N/K, wherein K is an integer number of frequency
bands in the designated spectrum and M is a number of
the N cognitive users from which the first and second
analysis results are received for one of the K frequency
bands.
[0077] Causing the transmission to be sent over the
determined underutilized portion may comprise one of
sending data to one of the N cognitive users on the un-
derutilized portion of the designated spectrum and
scheduling one of the N cognitive users to transmit on
the underutilized portion of the designated spectrum.
[0078] According to various, but not necessarily all,
embodiments of the invention there is provided a device
comprising: a receiver adapted to: receive from N cog-
nitive users first analysis results for frequency bands
spanning a designated spectrum for a first time interval;
receive from the N cognitive users second analysis re-
sults for frequency bands spanning the designated spec-
trum for a second time interval; and a processor coupled
to the receiver and configured to determine from the re-
ceived first and second analysis results at least whether
a portion of the designated spectrum is underutilized;
wherein the analysis results for the first time interval for
a first one of the frequency bands are from a different
subset of the N cognitive users than the analysis results
for the second time interval for the first one of the fre-
quency bands.
[0079] The receiver may be adapted to receive, for
each of the frequency bands in both the first and second
time intervals, an analysis result from at least two different
ones of the N cognitive users.
[0080] The processor may be coupled to a memory
and may be configured to generate a seed number for
use by the N cognitive users with a sequence generator,
further comprising a transmitter configured to send the
seed number with the instruction.
[0081] The processor may be coupled to a memory
and configured to determine a number M from the N cog-
nitive users as M about equal to N/K, wherein K is an
integer number of frequency bands in the designated
spectrum and M is a number of the N cognitive users
from which the first and second analysis results are re-
ceived for one of the K frequency bands.
[0082] The device may further comprise a transmitter
coupled to the processor and adapted to: transmit on the
portion of the designated spectrum that is determined as
underutilized; or send scheduling information to one of

the N cognitive users to transmit on the portion of the
designated spectrum that is determined as underutilized.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

receiving from a first subset of a plurality of cog-
nitive users first analysis results for first frequen-
cy bands within a designated spectrum;
receiving from a second subset of the plurality
of cognitive users second analysis results for
second frequency bands within the designated
spectrum; and
determining from the received first and second
analysis results that a portion of the designated
spectrum is underutilized and causing a trans-
mission to be sent over the determined under-
utilized portion, wherein the first subset of the
plurality of cognitive users is different than the
second subset of the plurality of cognitive users.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: sending
instructions to the plurality of cognitive users, where-
in each instruction designates the cognitive user as
a collaborating user.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein each instruction fur-
ther comprises a seed number for use by the cogni-
tive user with a sequence generator.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the seed number
enables an algorithm to pseudorandom ly select from
an indexed series of frequency bands a frequency
band to be sensed by the cognitive user.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of cog-
nitive users consists of M cognitive users, the meth-
od further comprising: prior to receiving the first anal-
ysis results, determining a number M from the
number N of cognitive users as M is about equal to
N/K, wherein K is an integer number of frequency
bands in the designated spectrum and M is a number
of the N cognitive users from which the first and sec-
ond analysis results are received for one of the K
frequency bands.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein causing the trans-
mission to be sent over the determined underutilized
portion comprises one of sending data to one of the
plurality of cognitive users on the underutilized por-
tion of the designated spectrum and scheduling one
of the plurality of cognitive users to transmit on the
underutilized portion of the designated spectrum.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the first analysis re-
sults are for a first time interval and the second anal-
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ysis results are for a second time interval, wherein
the first time interval is the same as the second time
interval.

8. A computer program comprising machine-readable
instructions which when executed by a device control
it to perform the method of any preceding claim.

9. A device comprising:

a receiver adapted to receive from a first subset
of a plurality of cognitive users first analysis re-
sults for first frequency bands within a designat-
ed spectrum; and to receive from a second sub-
set of the plurality of cognitive users second
analysis results for second frequency bands
within the designated spectrum; and
a processor coupled to the receiver and config-
ured to determine from the received first and
second analysis results that a portion of the des-
ignated spectrum is underutilized, wherein the
processor is further configured to cause a trans-
mission to be sent over the determined under-
utilized portion, wherein the first subset of the
plurality of cognitive users is different than the
second subset of the plurality of cognitive users.

10. The device of claim 9, further comprising: a trans-
mitter configured to send instructions to the plurality
of cognitive users, wherein each instruction desig-
nates the cognitive user as a collaborating user.

11. The device of claim 10, wherein each instructions
further comprises a seed number for use by the cog-
nitive user with a sequence generator.

12. The device of claim 11, wherein the seed number
enables an algorithm to pseudorandom ly select from
an indexed series of frequency bands a frequency
band to be sensed by the cognitive user.

13. The device of claim 9, wherein the plurality of cog-
nitive users consists of M cognitive users, wherein
the processor is further configured to determine a
number M from the N cognitive users as M is about
equal to N/K, wherein K is an integer number of fre-
quency bands in the designated spectrum and M is
a number of the N cognitive users from which the
first and second analysis results are received for one
of the K frequency bands.

14. The device of claim 9, wherein the processor causing
the transmission to be sent over the determined un-
derutilized portion comprises one of sending data to
one of the plurality of cognitive users on the under-
utilized portion of the designated spectrum, and
scheduling one of the plurality of cognitive users to
transmit on the underutilized portion of the designat-

ed spectrum.

15. The device of claim 9, wherein the first analysis re-
sults are for a first time interval and the second anal-
ysis results are for a second time interval, wherein
the first time interval is the same as the second time
interval.
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